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ISPS 2013 had seen an encouraging increase of attend-
ance and a balanced geographic and academic/industry 
mix in the audience. We had about 100 presentations cov-
ering the abovementioned areas in our 2-day conference. 
We were very pleased and honored to have three guest 
speakers for our event. Professor Norio Tagawa (Kansai 
University Japan) gave the Distinguished Talk in the con-
ference opening and covered some fundamental research 
topics like HaMr. Dr. richard New (San Jose research 
Center, HGST) presented the dinner banquet speech outlin-
ing the new challenges and opportunities in the data stor-
age devices. and Professor Garth Gibson (Carnegie Mellon 
University) introduced an SMr friendly file system in his 
special keynote on the Modern Storage System.

To facilitate easy reference in future, authors of presen-
tations at the conference were invited to submit their full 
papers for consideration of publication in this special issue 
of Microsystem Technologies. all papers submitted went 
through a rigorous peer review process; many reviewers are 
leading experts in their areas of research and many of the 
papers had gone through a number of revisions before they 
were accepted for publication in the journal to ensure the 
quality of the journal. We would like to take this opportunity 
to express our sincerest gratitude to all our reviewers, who, 
despite their tight work schedule, have helped us review the 
papers in a timely manner on a voluntary basis. We would 
also reiterate our thanks to Prof. Bharat Bhushan and his col-
leagues at MST Journal for the long time support for ISPS. 
Without their great efforts, this special issue of Microsys-
tems Technologies would not have been published in time.

We would like to thank all authors, reviewers, organizers, 
ISPS EC members and aSME staff for supporting the ISPS 
2013. In particular, Mr. Neal Schirle as the Conference Treas-
urer and for making the necessary arrangements with Santa 
Clara University, Professor KS Park for helping design the 

It was our great honor and pleasure to host the 23rd aSME 
ISPS annual Conference on Information Storage and Pro-
cessing Systems (ISPS 2013) at Santa Clara University, 
Santa Clara, California, USa from June 24 to June 25, 2013.

ISPS 2013 continued to offer an outstanding platform 
for researchers from both academic and industry to pre-
sent their latest research progresses, exchange ideas and 
explore collaborate opportunities. The conference covered 
a wide spectrum of research topics that include all legacy 
ISPS technical area and a new technical session Storage 
Systems and Future Technologies to track the new trends 
arising from Big Data and data centers. Papers presented 
at the conference highlighted scientific and technological 
advancements in:

•	 Tribology, Head/Media Interface
•	 actuator/Suspension and Sensors
•	 Servo Control Technology
•	 Shock and Flow Induced Vibrations
•	 Spindle Motor and acoustics
•	 Micro/Nano Technology
•	 Mechatronics, robotics and automation
•	 Imaging/Printing Technologies and Consumer Electronics
•	 Opto-Mechatronics and Optical Storage System
•	 Flexible Media Handling Machines and Printed  

electronics
•	 Storage Systems and Future Technology  

(including a panel discussion)
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conference program, Professor No-Cheol Park for providing 
the division leadership over the year, and Mr. Stephen Crane 
for coordinating the aSME support for the conference.

We would also like to take this opportunity to thank Santa 
Clara University for the use of its facilities for ISPS 2013.

last but not least, a final word of gratitude goes to all 
presenters and participants at the conference. The aSME 
ISPS 2013 would not have been successful without your 
dedicated participation.
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